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ABSTRACT 

We target effective home automation based on wireless sensor 

networks. ASSL (Autonomic System Specification Language) is 

used to formally specify and generate prototype models for 

wireless sensor networks controlling a simulated virtual home 

environment. This approach allows for formal validation, 

experiments under simulated conditions, and smooth transition 

from a prototype system to a real one. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

I.2.2 [Automatic Programming]: Program synthesis; Program 

transformation; I.5.5 [Implementation]: Special architectures 

General Terms 

Design, Experimentation, Languages, Verification, Performance 

Keywords 

wireless sensor networks, home automation, prototyping, ASSL 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Home automation (also called domotics) [1] is about integrating 

a computerized control system at home. Being an intelligent 

network of electronic devices, such a system is usually designed 

to monitor and control the home-integrated mechanical and 

lighting systems. From a technical perspective, a domotics 

system needs a computing infrastructure providing a composition 

of controllers, sensors, and actuators. It may employ sensor 

networks (SNs) (often wireless SN, or WSN) providing an 

infrastructure for monitoring, computing, and communication 

through a set of autonomous nodes equipped with sensors [2]. 

Ideally, a SN equipped with actuators may provide an efficient 

smart environment for home automation. With this project, we 

aim at research and development of home automation wireless 

sensor networks (HAWSNs). In our approach, a HAWSN is 

considered to be an autonomic system (AS) employing self-

management by virtue of special policies driving the network in 

question. We rely on ASSL (Autonomic System Specification 

Language) [6, 7] to model and validate formally, and generate the 

implementation of prototype models for HAWSNs. Note that the 

possibility to formally validate HAWSNs is a considerable 

advantage, because HAWSNs may be considered as critical 

systems where design or implementation flaws may be extremely 

expensive and even turn into hazards. With ASSL we develop 

prototypes where the needed sensors are generated as software 

stubs used to simulate runtime sensing of the environment. With 

this approach we can generate a series of prototypes to explore 

different aspects of a HAWSN and any successful prototype 

model may be transformed into a real HAWSN by employing 

hardware attached to the control software generated by ASSL. 

2. BUILDING HAWSN WITH ASSL 
ASSL [3] is based on a specification model exposed over 

hierarchically organized formalization tiers (cf. Table 1). Each 

tier is intended to describe different aspects of the AS in 

question, such as service-level objectives, policies, interaction 

protocols, events, actions, autonomic elements, etc. This helps to 

specify an AS as being composed of special autonomic elements 

(AEs) interacting over interaction protocols. Usually an ASSL 

specification is built around self-management policies, which are 

driven by events and actions determined deterministically, 

similar to finite state machines. For the purpose of the HAWSN 

development, self-management policies may be specified to 

control sensors and actuators and exchange messages between 

the network nodes. Such policies can be specified at both the 

network-level and node-level. Thus, to specify a simple HAWSN 

we need to specify: 1) a single AE per sensor node providing the 

self-managing control software controlling the node’s sensors 

and actuators, and 2) the communication with other AEs. 

Moreover, self-managing policies must be specified to provide 

self-managing behavior at the level of AS and at the level of AE. 

Note that although ASSL allows for specification and code 

generation of interaction protocols, to be appropriate for WSNs 

such a system needs to be empowered with the IEEE 802.11 

protocol for wireless networks or Bluetooth. Here, we rely on 

ASSL to specify and generate intelligent sensor nodes in the form 

of AEs interacting over an embedded messaging system and on 

the IEEE 802.11 protocol (or Bluetooth) to help the messaging 

system connects these nodes wirelessly. 

In the course of this project, we applied ASSL to develop a 

simple HAWSN model for a living room. With this model, we 

targeted lightening and door automation via voice commands, 

light sensors, and motion detection. Recall that with ASSL we 

specify intelligent network sensors as AEs. Here, we specified 

four distinct AEs composing the targeted HAWSN. They embed 
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managed elements helping to sense the environment, act, and 

communicate wirelessly:   

 Light AE - controls the lights in the living room. It uses 

light sensors to determine the level of brightness in the 

room and a light switcher actuator to turn on/off the lights.   

 Voice AE - controls microphones installed in the room. It 

processes input from the microphones to detect and 

recognize voice commands. It communicates with both 

Light and Door AEs that act on voice commands, such as 

“turn lights on/off” or “open/close door”.      

 Motion AE - controls motion detectors to sense motion in 

the living room. It zones the living room and detects where 

the motion is taking place. This AE communicates with the 

Door AE and with the Light AE. 

 Door AE - controls a door actuator to open or close the 

living room door. It also senses the area near the door for 

obstacles and communicates with Voice and Motion AEs.  

Figure 1 depicts the data-control flow process in the prototyped 

HAWSN. Here, each of the AEs inputs data in the system via 

specific sensors (cf. dashed arrows in Figure 1). Next, AEs 

process that data locally and react by sending messages to other 

AEs (cf. thin arrows in Figure 1) or by acting in the home 

environment via its actuators (cf. bolted arrows in Figure 1). The 

Voice AE sends messages in the form of voice commands to both 

Light and Door AEs and the Motion AE sends messages in the 

form of relative coordinates of moving objects. Thus, both 

messages exchanged among AEs and data coming through 

sensors make AEs acting. 

Figure 1. Data flow in the prototyped HAWSN 

We specified the four AEs and generated their implementation 

with ASSL. These were generated with a special control loop 

that applies control rules specified and implemented as self-

management policies. To evaluate the behavior of the prototyped 

HAWSN, we simulated sensing of the home-automation 

environment via ASSL events and predefined voice commands. 

With such events and voice commands we were able to simulate 

and experiment with speech detection and voice-command 

recognition, and make the Door AE react on voice commands. In 

order to demonstrate that the ASSL-developed prototype is an 

accurate implementation of the simulated HAWSN, we compared 

the runtime behavior of our implementation against the desired 

one. Data was gathered from log records produced automatically 

by the state-transition operations occurring in the prototype. 

Table 1 shows some of the multiple experiments we performed 

with the HAWSN. The results are extracted from the log records.  

Table 1. Experiments with the HAWSN Prototype 

Test case 
Simulated 

Conditions  
Results 

speech 

detection 

(Voice AE) 

voice 

command 

“open door” 

called interface function 
MICROPHONES.speechDetected; 
occurred event speechDetected; 

activated fluent inSpeach; 

correct 

voice 

command 

(Voice AE) 

voice 

command 

“open door” 

test case “speech detection”; 

performed action recognizeCommand; 

called interface function 
MICROPHONES.retrieveCommand; 

called interface function 
WIRELESS_NETWORK.sendMessage; 
occurred event commandRecognized; 

terminated fluent inSpeach; 

incorrect 

voice 

command 

(Voice AE)  

voice 

command 

“open 

window” 

test case “speech detection”; 

performed action recognizeCommand; 

called interface function 
MICROPHONES.retrieveCommand; 

occurred event commandNotRecognized; 

terminated fluent inSpeach; 

open door 

(Voice AE 

& 

Door AE) 

voice 

command 

“open 

door”;  

door closed 

test case “correct voice command”; 

occurred as-level event mustOpenDoor; 

activated fluent inOpenDoor;   

performed action openDoor; 

called interface function 
DOOR.isDoorOpen; 

called interface function DOOR.open; 

occurred event doorOpened; 

terminated fluent inOpenDoor; 

3. CONCLUSION 
We have applied ASSL, an autonomic computing solution, to 

develop HAWSN prototypes where the system behavior is 

modeled as special policies controlling both the system’s sensors 

and actuators. We believe that the proposed approach helps 

developers decrease both development time and cost and increase 

quality of the targeted HAWSNs, because design and implement-

tation flaws can be discovered and changes can be made while 

they are still inexpensive, i.e., before deploying a prototype.  
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